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The Spoon Theory is widely
known in the Chronic illness
community but is also used for
mental health. "spoonies" use
spoons as a measurement for
how much energy they have
and designate a certain number
of spoons to the day or task
ahead. For example, on a bad
day, you might only have 5
spoons,  so you have to be
selective about what you use
them for. The spoon theory is
basically using "spoons" as a
measurement of your energy
and how much energy or
spoons daily tasks take.

Use an activity diary to help sort tasks by energy
e.g. tasks that take high energy to low energy
Spoons are a good communication tool for the
people around you
Online communities can show the spoon theory
in practice - sometimes seeing another person
doing it makes it easy to understand
it takes time and practice to learn any energy
management technique so be kind and patient
with yourself
Reach out for help



Low budget products can be amazing.
One of my personal favourites is
Superdrug own-brand products.
Moisturiser is something that I think is
a staple for spoonies. Being
housebound or inside for long periods
of time with the heating on can cause
our skin to dehydrate. A lot of
moisturisers can feel heavy on your
skin or cause pain if you suffer from
skin sensitivity. Lightweight
moisturisers are a great alternative
and my personal favourite is by
Simple. 
Again, be conscious of what packaging
products come in and how they impact
your accessibility or energy.
Face oils with vitamins are incredible,
oils can be scary for a lot of people and
I can understand why but natural oils
with vitamins, for your skin type, are
incredible for rehydration and making
you feel refreshed.
Water products like cleansers can be
used on your body as well as your face
and they can make you feel refreshed,
especially when you don't have the
spoons to shower etc. Makeup wipes
are a good alternative for this but can
irritate your skin over time.

All you ever see is
self-care and skincare.
It is so frustrating when
the only self-care tips
and routines you can
find include expensive
products and hours of
massaging with various
objects.
As a spoonie that's just
not attainable all the time
and that's okay. 

Self-care doesn't have to be fancy or take hours.
It's all about what makes you feel good, even if it's

just a 5 minute fresh up



M.E is a misunderstood,
multisystem disease,
that affects millions of
people worldwide.
It has a lot of stigma
and misunderstanding
around it, but research
today is proving more
than ever that previous
stereotypes and stigmas
are wrong and harmful.
M.E. is a  physical
disease that still lacks
treatment, research,
understanding and
awareness, even though
it has been affecting
people for decades. It
has been shown in some
studies to have a worse
quality of life than other
well-known illnesses
such as MS. M.E needs
awareness,
understanding and
support. The people who
have to live with M.E
suffer enough from
debilitating symptoms
and shouldn't be
fighting to be seen or
heard on top of that 

Symptoms of M.E include :
Fatigue
Muscle pain
Joint pain
Cognitive difficulties (brain fog) 
Digestive issues
Sore throats
Recurrent infections
Muscle spasms
Post-exertional malaise 
Chronic pain
temperature changes
And many more debilitating
symptoms.. 

M.E. Action 
M.E. Association

The Open Medicine Foundation



Imposter Syndrome is defined by
the Dictionary as "The persistent
inability to believe that one's
success is deserved or has been
legitimately achieved as a result
of one's own efforts or skills" 

For Spoonie's I believe that
imposter syndrome is a bit more
complicated than that. After
years of being told that your
symptoms are your fault or not
real altogether, it's expected that
we will be affected by it. Our
brains subconsciously take in a
lot more than we realise and
imposter syndrome is an
extension of that.

There is no quick fix for imposter
syndrome but that's the same for
many psychological effects of
being a Spoonie. The first thing you
need to remember is that you're
not alone. Millions of us, if not all
have experienced imposter
syndrome to some degree.
Although there is no treatment for
imposter syndrome many people
have found the following helpful

Validation. knowing that
others have been through
similar experiences. This can
be helped by reaching out to
the spoonie community, even
if it's just a quick question
Peace. coming to peace with
the past and what has
happened is always difficult.
a lot of Spoonies grieve their
past selves which are
completely understandable.
Meditation, writing and time
are important in a lot of
spoonies journeys.  
Redefine. Redefine what
things like "success" mean to
you. Sometimes as our lives
change drastically we keep
the same goals and baseline
of what made us happy.
Finding new baselines that
suite, where you are right
now, is another great tip.



1) lavender heat bags,
these can be found
pretty much anywhere!
I've found them helpful
for sleeping too, heated
eye masks can be
expensive but this is a
Great alternative

2) Bamboo socks or
diabetes socks. These
are incredibly soft and
don't contain elastic
which can be better for
circulation and comfort 

3) SANCTUARY SPA -
Warming muscle rub.
this product is like deep
heat and other pain
relief products but uses
more natural and herbal
products. It gradually
warms in minutes and is
very soothing ,

4) Holland and barret
CBD muscle rub. This is a
pricey product but there
are many alternatives
out there. CBD has a lot
of benefits and is often
great for people with
skin rashes and
sensitivities.

M u l t i v i t a m i n s ,  v i t a m i n  D  a n d
p r o b i o t i c s .  O f t e n  w e  t a k e  a  l o t  o f

m e d i c a t i o n s  a n d  w i t h  h o w  t h i s  y e a r
h a s  b e e n ,  w e  a r e  s p e n d i n g  m o r e  t i m e

i n s i d e  t h a n  e v e r .  V i t a m i n  D  a n d
p r o b i o t i c s  e t c .  H e l p  y o u r  g u t  h e a l t h

a n d  b o d y  d e a l  w i t h  t h e s e
e n v i r o n m e n t a l  c h a n g e s  i n  o u r  l i v e s  



BE YOUR OWN
ADVOCATE 

XOXO AUTUMN

Our common perception of hospitals is a place where we go for healing. We
often think the nurses & doctors know everything & want nothing more
than to fix every ailment that comes through their doors. For many healthy
individuals this is the case, ad even they face frustrations but are in and
out relatively fast so they eventually forget about it. The chronically ill, or
spoonies however have a far different experience at hospitals & health
care facilities.

When you need frequent care & are going to the hospital frequently you
start to see the stark reality. Not all Drs & nurses are equal, some don't
care & are apathetic, some clearly aren't as educated & savvy as you would
expect with your life on the line, some have bedside manner so cruel it can
bring anyone to tears or frustration.

Here's the stone-cold truth, in this era of modern medicine you cannot just
assume your dr knows everything or is doing everything in their power to
help you. Therefore you must be your own advocate. That means doing
your own research (Google & WebMD are great places to start), sometimes
if you have a rare disease or case you may seek out medical journals.
Knowledge is power & don't be afraid to educate yourself. The more you
know the more you can help your team get you the right place to go for
help or see that this team is not for you. Never be afraid to speak up & yes
you have every right to ask to change Drs.

Being your own advocate does not mean you can be mean or rude
to your Drs or nurses because that will get you nowhere. The truth
is it's all a game once you are a spoonie because in case no one has
told you, you are now a part of the system, the medical machine.
You will find that being nice, educated on your medical condition,
asking the right questions and making suggestions will get you a
lot further than just expecting the Drs to be infallible. Remember
they practice medicine, it's not an absolute, but by involving
yourself in the process as your own advocate you are improving
your chances of having better results, better communication and
hopefully less pain.



This months tip for mental health is to prioritise one thing a day
that makes you happy. you might be reading this thinking I'm too
unwell to do anything I enjoy but hear me out.

Some psychologists believe that humans naturally adapt to a
baseline of happiness when they are thrown into a new situation.
This means that as our bodies adapt for flare-ups etc, our brains
are adapting too. We can help our brains and body adapt to new
situations in a more effective way and find that new baseline of
happiness easier. 

A simple exercise for starting is Diaphramic breathing. This is
recommended for various types of meditation and simply involves
placing a hand on your chest and one on your abdomen.  Focus on
raising your diagram - moving the hand on your stomach more than
the hand on your chest.
This helps us to begin to train our minds and brain to stay in the
moment which can increase happiness and allow you to focus on
right now.  this technique also massages your organs so is good for
your body too!
  

It's completely natural for
our mental health to get
affected whilst living with
debilitating symptoms.  

Mental health has been used
by some medical
professionals to medically
gaslight individuals. An
example of this is blaming a
symptom of a chronic illness
on anxiety etc. two very
different things.   



PROTECTING
YOUR PRIVACY 

XOXO AUTUMN

Being open, honest and transparent online doesn't mean you open
up your private information to others.

As time moves forward, technology progresses & so too does the
role of social media. The youth will always find ways of connecting
online with like-minded peers, this is called an online community.
Sometimes the community had a structure like a Facebook group
or a group chat, or sometimes it's looser like the spoonie
community in Instagram where spoonies are sharing their stories
and journeys and leaving it open in order to help people feel not so
alone & act as a beacon for others to find them. Whichever is right
for you (often a mix of both) you will find yourself interacting with
people both near & far.

It's a wonderful feeling to open up and speak of your medical
issues, trials & tribulations. It's wonderful to realize you are not
alone. It's wonderful to speak to those that may provide an insight
that your Dr or hospital never provided and you feel like you are
getting ahead of your issues & being proactive. It's wonderful and
can be so good for the mental health & we encourage you to take
an active role in the spoonie community because not only will you
help yourself, make new friends & help them ... You may help
someone to shy to comment, someone whose child is going through
similar things as you... Always remember by sharing despite all the
good you received you are putting out even more good into the
world. In fact, Daisy and I encourage you to seek out other spoonies
from different walks of life & not to limit yourself by country or
medical issues. It's sometimes so amazing to have a friend that is a
spoonie like you but has different medical issues because as
spoonies you will always see the overlap & always learn that
others are going through their own issues with their health.



PROTECTING
YOUR PRIVACY 

XOXO AUTUMN

Ok, so we covered the good. If only the world were so simple and
kind. The reality is spoonies especially younger spoonies,

especially girls are going to be targeted for all sorts of predators.
Of course, there are the bullies, & the doubters saying you don't
look sick, it's up to you how to handle them but you don't owe
these people anything - sometimes hitting that block button is
empowering & the best move. There will be people going after

your money offering you a cure for your health issues or making
up stories to have you give them your money or resources. Worst
of all there are predators that will ask for pictures or to meet up
with you. These predators all have different styles but sooner or

later will begin to sexualise you, some aggressively & some
through pity, which can be subversive and make you let your
guard down and they will turn to aggression if they don't get

what they want from you. 
In most of the above situations, it's as simple as hitting the block

button. Sometimes you may need to report them to the social
media platform, sometimes it's important to do that and make a
story warning others of this account/individual. Never question

yourself doing these things protects you and others.



PROTECTING YOUR
PRIVACY 

XOXO AUTUMN

Often these predators will ask for your information like where you
live. Be vague, maybe share with them what you have in your posts
like what city or what hospital you go to but be so so so careful with
your mailing & home address. Our rule of thumb is if you haven't
had a video chat no matter how deep and meaningful the DMs you
should not go e out your address. 
If they hide their faces & voice from you then surely they could be
hiding their motives. 

There are so many amazing people out there to connect with that
can make the journey through chronic illness easier & we encourage
you to find your tribe of good vibes only. We also want to caution
you that it is still evil in this world and often the most vulnerable
part of the community is targeted. The reality is of the spoonie
community online that shares most are women, many are young.
This means being hyper-aware & diligent when speaking to anyone,
as people can use any user name they wish.

 When dealing with older men or men/boys, in general, remember to
separate being open and honest about your health vs being open
and honest about your life, intimate details, your private pics &
your address. This goes for our young male readers as well, please
be safe.
Sharing our health journeys makes us all siblings (sisters &
brothers) so look out for each other & support ...because sometimes
no matter how close your family at home is often a healthy person
just doesn't understand that spoonie life.





"Spoonie" - refers to someone with limited spoons
from the spoon theory this could be due to mental
health or chronic illness etc. 

"Spoon theory"  The practice of recognising how
many "spoons" i.e. physical, mental or cognitive
energy, a person has per day. Spoons can be
designated to tasks such as 3 spoons = having a
shower 

"Energy envelop" - theory of pacing energy based on
how much you have that day or hour. It involves
recognising what tasks take the most, medium or
low energy from you.

"Medical gaslighting" - when a doctor blames
patients physical symptoms on mental illness or
them 

"Imposter syndrome" - self-doubting beliefs about
yourself or your condition (s) due to experiences
such as medical gaslighting. This involves an
individual questioning their worth or symptoms



My name is Daisy Hannah and I've been chronically ill
for 5 years. I recently received a diagnosis of M.E./CFS
and have found my purpose and voice in the Spoonie
community. I am also a psychology student with the
Open University and an Editor for Millions Missing voice.
My dream for All things Spoonie is to raise awareness
and provide support for those who are like me and lack
resources for their condition (s). I believe that everyone
should have a right to a quality of life, including
spoonies.

Autumn Green is a
Spoonie, skin cancer

survivor, chronic kidney
disease, total renal failure
hemodialysis survivor, live

kidney transplant
recipient - Feb 2020. She is
passionate about fashion,
music, acting and animals


